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Mission Statement
Our mission is to make our students more successful in life
through their practice of Tae Kwon Do at our school.
We do this by teaching our martial arts as a complete discipline
(mind, body, spirit), which in addition to developing physical
defense, encourages the formation of high personal standards
and respect for fellow men and women.
Through our practice and teaching, we strive to produce
individuals who are positive, respected and contributing
members of society.
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Introduction
Introduction To Chesapeake Martial Arts
Welcome to Chesapeake Martial Arts. The following literature will give you the necessary
formalities, rules and regulations, as well as belt requirements. As an official student of
Chesapeake Martial Arts, it is important that you maintain high ethical standards and
inspire others by your actions. The road to mastery of the art requires the practitioner to
balance the physical lessons with the equally important mental characteristics of patience,
humility, self-control, perseverance, concentration and respect. Gradually, the lessons of
the do jang will begin to reflect in other aspects of your life. The martial arts student
learns to seek more from himself/herself in a broader arena. One becomes better able to
meet and surpass the challenges of one’s profession. Our motto is not only to be a black
belt in martial arts, but also to be a “black belt in life.”
Tae Kwon Do is the martial art through which one can develop proficiency in self-defense
in a relatively short time. It is the art of self-defense that has been scientifically calculated
for maximum efficiency of motion and therefore proven to be highly effective for selfdefense. With sufficient practice, the entire body of the practitioner becomes a weapon.
When this level is achieved, quick reaction becomes second nature and a sure sense of selfconfidence is attained. The best self-defense is that of a serene, self-contained person, at
peace with himself and the world around him. This type of personal development
emphasizes but is not limited to the development of mental discipline, emotional selfrestraint and a philosophy of kindness, humility, and strong moral character. One who
has mastered Tae Kwon Do is a powerful, but gentle individual.
In a forty-five minute class, you will get the equivalent of 30 minutes of aerobics, 30
minutes of stretching and 30 minutes of calisthenics. As well, you will be learning the
most effective means of self-defense. Tae Kwon Do is a practical means of self-defense, a
satisfying and complete regimen of physical conditioning, and an aid to improving
concentration and mental performance. The art of Tae Kwon Do offers a total fitness
program integrating mind, body and spirit.
We urge that you review the basic punches, kicks, forms, one-steps and self-defense
techniques at home at least 15 minutes per day on days in which you are not in class. Use
Appendix A (CMA Student Home Practice Log) to track your practice and turn in this form
with each testing application. Part of the development of mental and physical selfdiscipline comes from putting yourself on a positive and constructive schedule, including
watching your diet. Improved muscle tone and a considerable increase in stamina will be
noticeable immediately.
Everyone and anyone will reap rewards from Tae Kwon Do practice. Children develop
concentration and confidence, which help them in school. Teens experience a sense of
pride in themselves, enabling them to stand up for what is right, even when faced with
conflicting moral values, temptations, and peer pressure. Adults find that Tae Kwon Do
allows them to advance at their own pace, handle daily stress, and feel years younger.
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Everyone sets his or her own personal goals of achievement in order to become a welldeveloped, graceful and fulfilled individual.
While at the do jang, you must obey and act promptly when you receive instructions from
the instructor or other black belts. Also, you must always answer respectfully and humbly.
(ex. Yes sir/yes mam.)
The Korean Flag
heaven & light

Yang

water

fire & sun

Um

earth

Depicted on the flag is a circle divided equally and in perfect balance. The upper (red)
section represents the yang and the lower (blue) section the um, an ancient symbol of the
universe. These two opposites express the dualism of the cosmos: fire and water, day and
night, dark and light, construction and destruction, masculine and feminine, active and
passive, heat and cold, plus and minus, and so on.
The central thought in the flag suggests that while there is a constant movement within
the sphere of infinity, there is also balance and harmony. As a simple example, consider
kindness and cruelty.
The bars located in the corners of the flag, are based on the “Um” and “Yang” principle of
light and darkness. The location of the bars represents the four points of the compass.
The upper left corner represents heaven and light. Heaven gives us light which makes
things grow. This symbol represents bright sunshine when the sun is in the south.
The lower left corner represents fire and sun. One thing that distinguished man from
animal is that man knows how to use fire. Burning fire gives man warmth and light. The
sun rises in the east meaning dependence.
The upper right corner represents water. Water is liquid having no shape or form. Water
never loses its nature. This symbol signifies the sun moving to the west, meaning
dangerous.
The lower right corner represents earth. The earth is the source of life. The lower right
corner indicates total darkness when the sun is in the north.
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The History and Philosophy of Tae Kwon Do
Tae Kwon Do is the name of the martial art that was created
and developed in Korea over the course of more than 2,000
years. Its origin goes back to the early days of human existence
on earth. No matter where they lived, people had to develop
personal skills to fight in order to obtain food and defend
themselves against enemies, including wild animals. Developed
independently in Korea, Tae Kwon Do has in recent years
become the most respected national sport of Korea and is now
practiced in over 100 countries. In 1980 it was accepted in the summer International
Olympic Games. Tae Kwon Do is an art of self-defense that has been scientifically
calculated for maximum efficiency of motion and therefore proven to be highly effective.
Tae Kwon Do is an eastern philosophy of action. One of the most respected martial arts of
the orient, it is the practice and training of making the human body (feet and hands in
particular) into weapons for self defense. Emphasis is also placed upon self-improvement.
As a sport, Tae Kwon Do gives the practitioner better manner, morality, discipline,
tolerance, and a sense of honor. In practicing Tae Kwon Do, character is built in that it
provides training for the mind, heart and the body. Tae Kwon Do has developed into a
philosophical ideal representing service done for the sake of truth, peace and social
harmony.
The basic belief behind Tae Kwon Do is called um-yang (in oriental philosophy, yin yang).
The symbol for this is the same as that on the Korean national flag, (red and blue circle in
the center). The equal portions of red and blue represent balance. In Tae Kwon Do this is
the balance between mind and body, or physical and mental self. These work together,
united, in building the person through the techniques of our martial arts. Um-yang also
represents opposing forces. In the physical moves of Tae Kwon Do, this is seen in the
push-pull movements and techniques giving a feeling of power and balance. The symbol
can also stand for the balance of the relationships between you, the students, and us the
instructors. Each of us has mutual responsibilities. Yours is to be a good and loyal student
- ours, to be a good instructor. Our door is always open to you whenever you have a
question.
To become a black belt, you must practice, be patient, and be determined. If you follow
these guidelines, you will be successful. When you are successful in Tae Kwon Do, that
success will transfer to other aspects of your life. You can have the confidence and the
character that you never thought possible.
With Tae Kwon Do, not only can you protect your life, but you can also enjoy it more.
In earning your black belt, it proves only that you have mastered the basics, a process that
usually takes several years. Being a black belt means that you are ready to begin studying
the advanced physical and mental skills of Tae Kwon Do. The black belt is not the end, but
just the beginning!
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The Tenets of Tae Kwon Do

The tenets of Tae Kwon Do should serve as a guide for all students.
1. Courtesy - be polite and respectful to yourself, others, senior belts and elders.
Encourage the sense of justice.
2. Integrity - one must be able to define right and wrong. Be upright and true to
others as well as yourself.
3. Perseverance - never give up or give in. Certainly, happiness and prosperity
are most likely brought to the patient person. To achieve something, one
must set goals, and then constantly persevere. One of the most important
secrets in becoming a leader of Tae Kwon Do
is to overcome difficulty by perseverance.
4. Self-control - this tenet is extremely
important inside and outside the do jang
whether conducting oneself in free sparring
or in one’s personal affairs. Have complete
control over yourself, your emotions, your
desires, and your temper.
5. Loyalty - remain faithful to your family, your
do jang, your instructors, your country, and
yourself.
6. Indomitable spirit - it comes from inside your
heart, mind and soul. It is believing in
yourself, knowing you cannot be overcome. A
serious student of Tae Kwon Do will at all times be modest and honest. If
confronted with injustice, one will deal with the belligerent without any fear
or hesitation at all, with indomitable spirit, regardless of whosoever and
however many the number may be.
7. Victory - victory means to win, but not necessarily over another person. One
can also achieve victory by conquering one’s own inabilities. If you practice
the previously named tenets, your victory over yourself is assured.
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Rules, Regulations and General Requirements
Required Conduct In & Out of the Do Jang
1.

Before you enter or leave the do jang, you are required to execute a bow of respect
to the flags.

2.

Execute a bow of courtesy upon meeting your instructor or a ranking black belt.
How to bow:
Stand at attention, head up, shoulders down, back straight, and relax.
Hands are held open at the side of the body. Bend head about 45degree angle and waist about 15-degree angle. Eyes are on your
opponent. However, in sparring, your eyes are kept on your opponent’s
midsection. Be respectful and bow when confronted with another
anytime/anyplace.

3.

Remove shoes upon entering the school and place neatly in the shoe racks in the
lobby before entering the do jang.

4.

Respect other people’s property and belongings.

5.

The dobok must be always be neat and clean (odor free), with
patches in proper placement (See page 10). Specified T-shirts may
be worn as your uniform top during class, but a full dobok must
be worn for tests and demos.

6.

Always practice good personal hygiene habits. Also keep your
fingernails and toenails trimmed.

7.

Remove all jewelry before entering class.

8.

Respect the class that is in session. Lower the volume of your conversation. Remain
off the teaching area until your class begins. Quietly prepare for your class.

9.

Before starting class you are to pull your student card and have it ready to give the
instructor upon entering the do jang.

10. Enter class with energy and demonstrate your enthusiasm for learning. Practice
should be vigorous; however, inform your instructor if you become fatigued.
11. Strict attention is to be given to the instructor at all times.
12. No vulgarities or obscene language is allowed. Loss of temper, loud laughing and
talking, horseplay, or any display of a lack of self-discipline will not be tolerated in
class.
13. No gum chewing, smoking, food or liquid, lounging against the walls or on the floor
will be allowed in the do jang.
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14. All students should be on time for class and practice caution at all times in class. If
you arrive late for class, you must first get permission from the instructor who is
teaching the class by making eye contact with them. A nod from the instructor will
serve as your permission to enter the do jang. If you must leave the class, you must
also get permission from the instructor to leave and then permission to return
again.
15. Steady and consistent attendance is essential to progress. A current schedule can
be found on our website at www.cmakarate.com. Please notify your instructor if
you will be missing class.
16. Your belt must be tied properly. Never wrap your belt around your neck, drag it on
the floor, or handle your belt in any manner that displays disrespect. The belt
should never be washed, due to ancient philosophy; the original white belt, with
continued hard practice, eventually darkens, deeper and deeper until eventually it
turns black.
How to tie your belt:
Fold your belt in half. Place the center of the belt inline with
your belly button. Wrap both ends around behind you and bring
them to the front. (Hold the ends out in front of you to make sure
they are the same distance from your abdomen.) Fold the right end
over the left end and bring it up behind both layers of the belt
before folding the right end over the left end again. Pull both ends
to tighten the knot. Both ends should be even. (If you start with the
label on the left it should end up on the left.) Stripes/tape should be
worn on your left – once you become a black belt stripes are worn on
your right. Black belts are also tied differently. (Your instructor will
show you how this is done.)
17. Stand at attention when speaking to your instructor or when your instructor is
speaking to you.
18. Check the school bulletin boards and calendar in the
waiting room and in the hall entrance into the do jang for
any notices.
19. Students must turn in their testing form and fee on or
before the deadline (The deadline is posted on the
bottom of your test qualification form. No applications
will be accepted after the given due date. No
exceptions.) Your test qualification form will be passed out at the end of class. If
you decide not to test, please advise us as soon as possible.
20. Tuition payments must be current in order to test.
21. Students should practice only those forms, which have been presented to them by
the instructor. They should not try to skip ahead by observing higher ranks.
22. Free sparring is not allowed without permission from the
instructor. In free sparring, there will be no contact to the head,
face, neck or groin. It is mandatory for all equipment to be worn
during sparring.
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23. Techniques taught in class are not to be applied out of the do jang unless
circumstances involving your safety, or the safety of others are overriding. You
should always avoid or walk away from a situation whenever possible. This makes
you the better person.
24. During the class, the sound of clapping hands will indicate that activity is to cease
immediately.
25. Every student is subject to the school’s rules and regulations. Non-compliance will
result in the following penalties: warnings, denial of permission to test, belt taken
away.
26. The do jang is the responsibility of the students. Keep it clean and neat. ☺
27. If there is inclement weather, call Chesapeake Martial Arts to see whether or not
classes will be held that day. There will be a recorded message on the answering
machine.
28. To maintain do jang etiquette, while exercising/stretching are being taught, all
students should all go in the same direction. (e.g. all left leg out, all right leg out,
etc.)
29. Students 17 years of age or younger are required
to bring in their report card quarterly during the
school year in order to be eligible for the “academic
achiever award” and star patches.
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Patch Placements
Tae Kwon Do Patches
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

CMA
American flag
Korean flag (red side up)
S.W.A.T.
Assistant Instructor
Demo
STORM
Black Belt Club (BBC)
Master Club
Presidential Sports Award
Academic Achievement
Bo, Escrima, Bokon
Nunchux, Sai, Kama
Chevron (Demo dobok only)
School Spirit
Patch of the Month

7
13
14

2*

left breast – 1 finger from “V”, 1 finger from top
right sleeve – ¼ finger from top, in center of crease
left sleeve - ¼ finger from top, in center of crease
under Korean flag
left breast – below CMA
right breast – opposite CMA
below American flag
below CMA
below BBC
left breast under CMA/BBC/Master Club
below Demo
below Presidential Sports Award
right sleeve below American flag
right sleeve – open “V” matches up w/ crease)
right breast – under Academic Achiever
right breast – under School Spirit

1*
5
8
9
10
12

6
11
15
16

3*
4

Because you may not receive your patches in
the same order as they are listed they should
be placed in their position in the order in
which they are received. For example your
left breast may be placed 1, 8, 5, 12, 10
*Placement of patches 1, 2 & 3 never vary.

Stars
Stars are to be sewn on the left pant leg of the dobok as follows from
front to rear:
(side view of left pant leg)
17. Blue...... Academic Achiever
18. Red ....... Attendance (2 times per week between testing)
19. Green ... Tournament
(front)
17
20. Gold...... Monthly Star Program
18 19
20 (back)
(Multiple stars of the same color are placed one above the
other in a column going up the leg.)
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Testing Requirements
Forms, One-steps, Self-defense, Breaking and Sparring
Prior to testing, students will be pre-tested by an instructor. If you pass your pre-test, you
will receive a green stripe on the left of your belt, by Master Kim. In order to test, you
must have on your belt: a red stripe, which indicates you know your form; a white stripe
for self-defense techniques; and a blue stripe for one-steps. The appropriate forms, onesteps, self-defense and breaks for each rank are listed in the following pages of testing
requirements.
Forms
Also known as Poomsé, forms are those set patterns, which represent defending yourself
against attackers coming at you in different directions. The six points to remember when
doing forms are:
1. Eye Contact: Imagine your opponent throughout your form, maintain strong,
focused eye contact with these images.
2. Balance: When moving from one position to another, maintain proper balance,
which will result in ultimate power.
3. Breathing: Breathing needs to be continuous throughout each movement. Inhale
prior to each movement and exhale simultaneously with each action.
4. Yelling: Yelling expands inner spirit and power. Properly performed, this action
controls breathing and increases power.
5. Muscle Control: Control the relations of your muscles at the start of each action and
the tension of your muscle at the very end of each action.
6. Grace: With grace of movement, comes power. Maintain a graceful flow from
movement to movement.
One-steps
Their purpose is to defend against and deflect incoming attacks before
the attacker makes actual physical contact. The attacker takes one
step back and yells. The defender acknowledges the attacker by
yelling. The attacker steps forward with a reverse punch and a yell.
The defender performs the appropriate move for their rank with a yell.
Self-defense
In self-defense moves the defender is attempting to free his or herself
from the attacker’s grasp or hold while inflicting an attack of their
own.
Breaking
Breaks are a student’s demonstration of power and focus. They are performed using
various techniques, appropriate to their rank, on boards or cinder blocks. Special monthly
breaking classes are held.
Sparring
Once a student has achieved their orange belt, sparring equipment will need to be
purchased for sparring classes. Students will be judged on their sparring ability during
regular weekly sparring classes. Due to time constraints actual sparring will not occur at
promotional testing, with the exception of Black Belt testing.
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White Belt (0 Gub) to White w/Yellow Stripe (10th Gub):
Interpretation: Innocence
Philosophy: Having no previous knowledge of Tae Kwon Do.
The color signifies innocence, as that of a beginning student with no previous knowledge.
Requirements
1. Explain rules, regulations and recite Student Creed.
2. Know how to tie your belt.
3. Know how to bow.
4. Know how to make a fist.
5. Know high stance, low, middle & high blocks, turns; as well as riding horse stance,
middle & high punches, ready stance.
6. Be ready to explain basic Korean terminology; count from 1-5 in Korean.
7. First 8 steps of Basic Form (See instructor for illustration of form).
8. Kicks: axe, front snap, round house, lay back front snap, in-to-out crescent, out-to-in
crescent, back crescent with a twist.
9. One-step sparring #1 & 2:
1. Step forward with right leg at a 45-degree angle into a riding horse stance
while executing a middle knife hand block with your left hand and at the
same time, a middle punch with your right hand.
2. Step forward with left leg at a 45-degree angle into a riding horse stance
while executing a middle knife hand block with your right hand and at the
same time a middle punch with your left hand.
10. Self-defense technique #1 & 2:
1. While opponent grabs your left wrist, turn your wrist and step back with
your right foot, and then follow through with a left back fist to the face.
2. While opponent grabs your left wrist, turn your wrist and step back with
your left foot, and then follow through with a left knife hand to the neck.
11. Breaking:

Kids & Adults: hammer fist
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White w/Yellow Stripe (10th Gub) to Yellow Belt (9th Gub):
Requirements
1. Review all of the previous techniques.
2. Know long stance, low block-middle punch, high block-high punch, riding horse
stance, and low, middle & high punches.
3. Basic Korean terminology, count from 1-10 in Korean.
4. Basic Form in its entirety.
5. Kicks: side.
6. One-step sparring #1 - 4:
3. Step forward with right leg at a 45-degree angle into a riding horse stance,
while executing a middle knife hand block with left hand and a high knife
hand strike to the neck with your right hand.
4. Step forward with left leg at a 45-degree angle into a riding horse stance,
while executing a middle palm block with left hand, then middle punch
with your right hand.
7. Self-defense techniques #1 - 4:
3. While opponent grabs your right hand, turn your wrist over and grab their
wrist with your right hand. Palm block with your left hand on their elbow
while pressing down on their elbow and up on their wrist, step back with
your right leg, execute a front snap kick with the ball of your foot, then
step back lower, while dragging them down to the ground.
4. While opponent grabs left hand with two-hand grab, reach in with your
right hand grabbing your left, pull and step back to your left, then slide up
into a right back fist to your opponents face.
8. Breaking:

Kids & Adults: axe
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Yellow Belt (9th Gub) to Orange Belt (8th Gub):
Palgwe/Taegeuk Il Jang
Interpretation: Heaven (Keon)
Philosophy: The beginning, the creation.
The color signifies a plant seeded, as the Tae Kwon Do
foundation is laid.
Requirements
1. Review all previous techniques.
2. Back stance, knife hand combinations: high to low, double knife, single knife hand
block, reverse knife hand strike, ridge hand, single knife hand strike. Long stance:
fingertip strike, JV.
3. Korean terminology and counting: 1 to 15.
4. Form: Taegeuk 1, (Taegeuk Il Jang). The movements are high stance, long stance,
low block, high block, middle block, middle punch and front snap kick. (See
instructor for illustration of form.)
5. Kicks: back side, tornado.
6. One-step sparring #1 - 6:
5. Step forward with left leg at a 45 degree angle into a riding horse stance
and execute a middle palm black with left hand, lift left leg and execute a
ridge hand strike with right hand.
6. Step with right leg straight forward into a back stance and execute a right
hand middle block and simultaneously execute a right hand back fist, and
a left hand knife block.
7. Self-defense techniques #1 - 6:
5. While opponent grabs both right and left hand, with resistance, cross your
right hand over to their right hand, turn to the right and press their elbow
down onto your left shoulder while in a riding horse stance.
6. While opponent grabs both right and left hand, with resistance, step with
right leg straight forward into a back stance and execute a right hand
middle block and simultaneously execute a right hand back fist, and a left
hand knife block.
8. Breaking:

Kids & Adults: step side
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Orange Belt (8th Gub) to Green Belt (7th Gub):
Palgwe/Taegeuk Ee Jang
Interpretation: Joy (Tae)
Philosophy: Serene & gentle.
The color signifies the earth from which a plant sprouts
and takes root.
Requirements
1. Review all the previous techniques.
2. Korean terminology, count 1 - 20.
3. Form: Taegeuk 2, (Taegeuk Ee Jang). There are more front kicks and block-kickpunch combinations in Taegeuk Ee Jang Techniques must be performed gently but
with dynamic inner power. (See instructor for illustration of form.)
4. Kicks: hook, spin.
5. One-step sparring #1 - 8:
7. Step with right leg straight forward into a back stance and execute a right
middle block, then simultaneously execute a right knife hand strike to the
neck and a left hand knife block.
8. Step with right leg straight forward into a back stance and execute a right
hand upper cut together with a left hand knife hand block.
6. Self-defense techniques #1 - 8:
7. While opponent grabs both right and left hand, with resistance, cross your
right hand over to their right hand, while turning your body around to the
right, flip them over your right shoulder while extending your right leg
out and bending your left.
8. While opponent grabs your left shoulder, bring your left arm underneath
theirs, grab your left hand while pulling up on their elbow with your
forearm.
7. Made Up Self-defense: defend against a right punch
8. Breaking:

Kids: flying side

Adults: hook.

9. Sparring: 45 second rounds.
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Purple Belt (5th Gub) to Purple stripe (4th Gub):
Palgwe/Taegeuk Oh Jang
Interpretation: Wind (Seon)
Philosophy: Sometimes gentle, sometimes forceful.
The color signifies water, as roots grow more deeply, so do the
skills become rooted in Tae Kwon Do.
Requirements
1. Review all the previous techniques.
2. Korean terminology, count 1 - 35 in Korean.
3. Form: Taegeuk 5, (Taegeuk Oh Jang) Taegeuk Oh Jang is designed to develop the
inner energy and kinetic force of the body with the application of the two opposite
phenomena of nature. New movements are hammer fist, elbow strike, side kick
with side elbow, and jumping diamond stance. Special attention is required in
striking a specific target area with the elbow. (See instructor for illustration of
form.)
4. One-step sparring #1 - 14:
13. From sparring position with right leg back, execute a right out-to-in
crescent kick followed by a right leg side kick, (this is done without
putting down the right leg.)
14. From sparring position with left leg back, execute a left out-to-in crescent
kick followed by a right leg back side kick.
5. Self-defense techniques #1 - 14:
13. While opponent executes right middle punch, step to left to avoid punch,
execute a right knife to their wrist, grab their wrist with both of your hands,
swing their hand back, then turn your hands over head and your body to
the right while flipping your opponent, extend your right leg, while
bending back your left.
14. While opponent executes right middle punch, left knife, grab their wrist
with your left hand, and palm their ear/head with your right while
spinning them around to the left to the floor.
6. Made Up Self-defense: defend against a left hook punch
7. Breaking:

Kids & Adults: right-hand single knife

8. Sparring: 1 minute rounds.
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Purple stripe (4th Gub) to Brown Belt (3rd Gub):
Palgwe/Taegeuk Yuk Jang
Interpretation: Water (Gam)
Philosophy: Constant flow.
Requirements
1. Review all the previous requirements.
2. Korean terminology, count 1 to 40 in Korean.
3. Form: Taegeuk 6, (Taegeuk Yuk Jang) New techniques are roundhouse kick, palm
press block. Special attention must be paid to the foot position right after executing
the two roundhouse kicks. (See instructor for illustration of form.)
4. One-step sparring #1 - 16:
15. Step forward 45 degree with right leg into riding horse stance and
execute a left knife block with left hand, then right/left middle punch and
finish with left leg roundhouse to the opponent’s right side of ribs.
16. Step forward 45 degree with left leg into riding horse stance and execute
a right knife block with right hand, then left/right middle punch and
finish with right leg roundhouse to the opponent’s right side of ribs.
5. Self-defense techniques #1 - 16:
15. While opponent executes a right middle punch, left knife hand to their
wrist, bring right hand to opponent’s right shoulder, spin body to left,
squat down, while flipping them over on the floor.
16. While opponent attacks with right knife to mid-section, jump back into a
cross arm block, right hand on top, turn wrist over and bend back and
execute a front snap kick, extend right leg while doing a wrist lock.
6. Made Up Self-defense: defend against a right side kick
7. Breaking: Kids & Adults: tornado/reverse knife
8. Sparring: 1 minute rounds.
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Brown Belt (3rd Gub) to Brown stripe (2nd Gub):
Palgwe/Taegeuk Chil Jang
Interpretation: Mountain (San)
Philosophy: Wisdom and stability.
The color signifies danger, warns opponents to stay away. Student
is cautioned to use care and control. The student has good technical
knowledge, but lacks control and discipline.
Requirements
1. Review all the previous techniques.
2. Korean terminology, count 1 - 45 in Korean.
3. Form: Taegeuk 7, (Taegeuk Chil Jang) New techniques are low double knife hand
block, knee strike, middle section upper cut, cross hand block, side punch, cat
stance. Powerful and articulate execution is required in single movements and
smooth transition in combination techniques. (See instructor for illustration of
form.)
4. Kicks: jump 360 back crescent, 360 back side, 360 back spin
5. One-step sparring #1 - 18:
17. Step forward 45 degree with right leg into riding horse stance while
executing a right reverse knife hand to the neck, while at the same time
a left knife hand block to the wrist, then grab opponents punching hand
with your left hand and pull opponent slightly forward while executing a
right knife hand strike to the neck, then immediately followed by a right
elbow strike to the opponents ribs.
18. Step out at 45-degree angle with right leg, while executing a right
jumping front snap kick.
6. Self-defense techniques #1 - 18:
17. While opponent attacks with right knife to mid-section, step to left in
riding horse stance, grab wrist with left hand up, right knife their wrist,
grab with both hands, swing arm back, then forward, while turning body
to the right, flip over on floor.
18. While opponent attacks with right knife to mid-section, step to left in
riding horse stance, grab wrist with left hand down, place right hand on
back hand and torque, while turning their wrist and your body to left,
still torquing their wrist back.
7. Made Up Self-defense: defend against a right out to in crescent
8. Breaking: Kids & Adults: jump front snap/overhead knife.
9. Sparring: 1½ minute rounds..
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Brown stripe (2nd Gub) to Red Belt (1st Gub):
No Interpretation or Philosophy
Requirements
1. Review all the previous techniques/forms/Korean terminology/counting.
2. One-step sparring #1 - 18
3. Self-defense techniques #1 - 20
19. While opponent attacks with right punch to face, execute a left high
block, grab their arm while spinning to left under arm, pulling their arm
up their back, grab hair, pull back and snap kick to back of their knee.
20. While opponent attacks with right punch to face, execute a left high
block, grab their arm while spinning to left under arm, pulling their arm
up their back, extend your right hand around front of their neck, jolt back
to break neck.
4. Made Up Self-defense: defend against a right, left, hook punch combo
5. Breaking: back crescent kick/elbow.
6. Sparring: 1½ minute rounds.
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Red Belt (1st Gub) to Dan Bo:
Palgwe/Taegeuk Pal Jang
Interpretation: Earth (Gon)
Philosophy: The beginning and the end.
The color signifies danger, warns opponents to stay away.
Student is cautioned to use care and control. The student
has good technical knowledge, but lacks control and
discipline.
Requirements
1. Review all the previous techniques.
2. Form: Taegeuk 8, (Taegeuk Pal Jang ) New techniques are jump front snap kick, ½
mountain block. Accurate footwork is required in combinations. (See instructor for
illustration of form.)
3. One-step sparring #1 - 18:
18.
4. Self-defense techniques #1 - 22:
21. While opponent attacks with right overhead knife, execute a left high
block, bringing your right arm underneath and grabbing your wrist, jerk
hand back to break wrist.
22. While opponent attacks with right overhead knife, execute a left high
block, bringing your right arm underneath and grabbing your wrist, spin
underneath arms to left, jabbing your opponent in stomach with knife.
5. Made Up Self-defense: defend against a right snap kick, left roundhouse combo
6. Breaking:

Kids & Adults: choice

7. Sparring: 1½ minute rounds.
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Dan Bo to 1st Dan/Poomsé Black Belt:
The color signifies opposite of white, indicating maturity and
proficiency in Tae Kwon Do. Symbolizes the union of all
previous belts and all grade knowledge to form a degree.
Requirements
1. All information in this handbook. This is a very special time in your life. Remember
to be the best you can at all times.
2. Made Up Self-defense Skit
3. Breaking: To be announced at time of testing
4. Sparring: 2 minute rounds.
5. Essay.
6. Made up form.
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Degrees Of Black:
One-step sparring #1 - 6
1. Step forward 45-degree angle with right leg into long stance, while executing a left
knife hand block, left front snap kick, right spin kick.
2. Jump front snap kick 45-degree angle with right leg, right spin kick.
3. Step left into a squat-cross stance, with right leg placed in front, execute a high
knife to neck, low knife to ribs with right hand, right side kick to ribs.
4. Step forward 45-degree angle with right leg, side kick with left, back side kick with
right.
5. Jump front snap kick 45-degree angle, right/left middle punch, left roundhouse,
right back-side kick.
6. From ready stance, spin to right and execute a low front snap kick/high front snap
kick.
Made Up Self-Defense
1st Degree
Attack
th
10 Gub double wrist grab
9th Gub left shoulder grab
8th Gub front 2 hand choke
7th Gub left side choke hold
6th Gub rear bear hug under arms
5th Gub backhand fist shake in face
4th Gub push from behind to ground and then attack
3rd Gub double shoulder grab
2nd Gub threatening hand shake
1st Gub full nelson
2nd Degree Attack
10th Gub double elbow grab
9th Gub right wrist left elbow grab
8th Gub combo right front snap left roundhouse right back crescent
7th Gub front right straight arm push
6th Gub two hand push towards waist
5th Gub right rear (right arm attack) should grab
4th Gub opposite arm bicep grab (attacker uses right arm)
3rd Gub double lapel grab
2nd Gub left lapel grab right hook punch
1st Gub attacked while seated from front
FORMS:

Koryo
Keumgang
Taebaek
Pyong Won

1st Degree Black Belt
2nd Degree Black Belt
3rd Degree Black Belt
4th Degree Black Belt
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Required Learning
Questions and Answers
All answers must be completed with either SIR/MAM:
1. Q.
A.

What do you learn at this school?
Tae Kwon Do, Mam!

2. Q.
A.

What is Tae Kwon Do?
The Korean Martial Art, Mam!

3. Q.
A.

What does Tae Kwon Do mean?
Tae-means to smash or destroy with the foot or knee.
Kwon-implies hand, fist or elbow.
Do-means art or way, Mam!

4. Q.
A.

What is the name of our school?
Chesapeake Martial Arts, Mam!

5. Q.
A.

What is the telephone number of our school?
410-213-9040

6. Q.
A.

What do you call your Master Instructor?
Sa Bum Nim, Mam!

7. Q.
A.

What does Sa Bum Nim mean?
A fathering master (a model for others), Mam!

8. Q.
A.

Why do you yell in Tae Kwon Do?
To develop spiritual-strength with concentration, power and confidence, Mam!

9. Q.
A.

What is the meaning of the bow?
The bow is a Korean form of greeting, and also symbolizes respect, Mam!

10. Q.
A.

Why do you bow?
We bow to show sincerity of respect, Mam!

11. Q.
A.

When do you bow?
We bow to the flags when we enter the do jang. We bow to the instructors,
anytime and anywhere we see them. We bow upon entering the Do jang and
prior to leaving the Do jang, Mam!

12. Q.
A.

Can you explain the meaning or significance of the white belt?
A white belt signifies, purity, innocence and devoid of worldly knowledge,
Mam!

13. Q.
A.

Can you explain the meaning of the following Korean terminology?
(See page 29. Be sure to say Mam!)

14. Q.
A.

Do you know why you are tested in Tae Kwon Do?
We test to further our knowledge of Tae Kwon Do through test preparation
and the test experience, to gain confidence by performing under pressure,
and to let a qualified instructor determine the increase of my knowledge,
Mam!
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15. Q.
A.

Can you explain why you wear a white uniform?
I wear a white uniform to present myself as a clean piece of
paper upon which my Sa Bum Nim write her knowledge,
Mam!

16. Q.
A.

What are the Commandments of Tae Kwon Do?
(See page 5. Be sure to say Mam!)

17. Q.
A.

What are the 7 Tenets of Tae Kwon Do?
(See page 6. Be sure to say Mam!)

18. Q.
A.

What is the Membership Oath?
(See page 5. Be sure to say Mam!)

19. Q.
A.

What is the Student Creed, and what does it mean to you?
(See page 5. Be sure to say Mam!)

20. Q.
A.

Can you explain what makes power?
Power is made by combining weight and speed
with concentration and confidence, Mam!

21. Q.
A.

Where are the three attack points when you punch or kick?
The three attack points for punching and kicking are: high section, middle
section, and low section, Mam!

22. Q.
A.

Why are there different colored belts?
The increase in knowledge and ability is symbolized by the darkness of the
colors in the belts as one advances, Mam!

23. Q.
A.

Why do we practice breath control?
To develop inner strength (Gi) and endurance, Mam!

24. Q.
A.

Count to 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45 in Korean.
(See page 29. Be sure to say Mam!)

25. Q.
A.

What are the three basic points to remember in Tae Kwon Do?
Tae Kwon Do’s three basic points are:
• Eye focus.
• Good balance.
• Loud, strong Giyop, Mam!

26. Q.
A.

What are the six points to remember when doing forms?
(See page 11. Be sure to say Mam!)

27. Q.
A.

Why do you use control in free sparring?
We use control in free sparring to demonstrate
mental discipline and physical control of
ourselves. It is much harder to control yourself
than to make contact. In a situation of selfdefense, control is very important in making
good opportunities work to your advantage.
Control in free sparring will build selfconfidence, which indicates a strong mind,
Mam!
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28. Q.
A.

Why is it necessary to practice basics and forms?
Forms and basic movements build a necessary solid foundation for achieving
coordination, agility and skill. Performing these techniques also builds
confidence, concentration and discipline, Mam!

29. Q.
A.

Can you explain why you practice “one-step” sparring?
We practice one step sparring to develop effective offense and defense,
control of distance, precision, speed and reaction time, Mam!

30. Q.
A.

Why do you practice breaking techniques?
We practice breaking techniques to develop power, precision,
concentration, and to actually test the effectiveness of various
techniques, Mam!

31. Q.
A.

Do you know why stretching exercises are necessary in Tae Kwon Do?
Stretching is necessary because flexibility, the result of stretching,
promotes youthful agility and a sense of well-being. In Tae Kwon Do,
flexibility allows greater speed in execution of techniques (and so more
power) and a greater range of possible targets on an opponent, Mam!

32. Q.
A.

What part of the foot do you use in kicks?

ball
inner side

instep

heel

Type of Kick
front snap
roundhouse
side
back side
hook
outer side in to out crescent
out to in crescent
axe
twist
back crescent
spin

Use
ball
instep
heel
heel
heel
outer side
inner side
heel
ball and outer side
outer side
heel

33. Q.
A.

What is the meaning of the American Flag?
There are thirteen stripes in the American flag; the stripes represent the 13
original colonies. The stars represent the 50
states. The colors stand for:
• Red: Courage, war and blood,
• Blue: Justice, loyalty and ambition,
• White: Truth, freedom and purity, Mam!

34. Q.
A.

What is the meaning of the Korean Flag?
See page 3. Be sure to say Mam!
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35. Q.
A.

Occasionally, we meditate in class, do you know why?
We meditate because meditation is necessary for gathering one’s spiritual
energy (Gi). It helps us to achieve deeper insight, greater awareness, and a
feeling of calmness and relaxation. This serenity can become a habit even in
highly stressful situations. In such situations, with the mind cleared of
emotion and unnecessary distraction, self-control is maintained and the
proper action can be taken. Also meditation becomes concentration when
action is required, Mam!

36. Q.
A.

Can you explain the meaning of each color belt?

Belt Color

Signifies

White

Innocence, as that of the beginning student who has no previous
knowledge of Tae Kwon Do

Yellow

A plant seeded, as the Tae Kwon Do foundation is laid

Orange

The earth from which a plant sprouts and takes root

Green
Blue

The heaven toward which the plant matures into a towering tree
as training in Tae Kwon Do progresses

Purple

Water, as the roots of the plant grow more deeply into the earth,
the student’s skills become rooted more deeply in Tae Kwon Do

Brown
Red
Dan Bo
Black

37. Q.
A.

The plant’s growth as the Tae Kwon Do skill begins to develop

Danger, cautioning the student to exercise care and control and
warns opponents to stay away. The student has good technical
knowledge, but still lacks control and discipline
Opposite of white. Signifies maturity and proficiency in Tae
Kwon Do. Also signifies the wearer’s imperviousness to darkness
and fear. The nine degrees of Black Belt symbolize the union of
all previous color belts and all grade knowledge to form a degree

Give a brief history of Tae Kwon Do.
See page 4. Be sure to say Mam!
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Basic Korean Terminology & Counting
Terminology
Korean

Pronunciation

charyot
kyung rae
gook gi
sa bum nim
sa bum nim ke kyung rae
gook gi ke kyung rae
joon be
baro
giyop
shi jak
goman
sun bae nim
sun bae nim ke kyung rae
do jang
dobok
shiuh
gam sa ham nee da
Counting:

#

cheer-e-ut*
ken yea
gook-e

ba-do*
gi-up
she-jock

English
attention
bow
flag
master instructor
bow to the master instructor
bow to the flag
ready stance
return to ready stance
yelling
begin
stop or end
senior belt
bow to the senior belt
work out area
Tae Kwon Do uniform
rest
thank you
*roll tongue

Counting
hana
doore

Rank Order
il
ee

set

sam

net

sa

da-sot
yo-sot
il gop
yo-dol
a-hop
yul
yul hana
sumul
sumul hana
sorun
morun

oh
yuk
chil
pal
koo
ship
ship il
ee-ship
ee-ship-il
sam ship

shehan
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Black Belt Club/S.W.A.T. Team/Demo Team
Requirements/Qualifications/Advantages
Black Belt Club
Becoming a member of the Black Belt Club (BBC) demonstrates your commitment to your
martial arts training and your intention to be an “A” student in Tae Kwon Do. You are
putting the message out to others that you are a 100% committed student and very
supportive of the school. You should set goals for
yourself throughout your training. You should
always be sponsoring new students.
A, B, C Qualifications
Attitude - cheerful, looking for the good
Belief in yourself - positive self talk
Commitment - regular attendance
Desire - ability to set and achieve goals
Energy - good effort in class
You will immediately receive a “Black Belt Club”
patch, as well as a special Black Belt Club belt.
YOUR Black Belt will be presented to you at your
next promotional testing to be hung on the Black
Belt wall in our do jang, representing the goal
that you are working to achieve. This belt will
have your name, Chesapeake Martial Arts School name, as well as your degree
embroidered in gold! Other rewards for joining the Black Belt Club include:
receive10% discount on merchandise purchased at our school
no testing fees (except for Black Belt Test)
eligible to try out for Demo Team
belts will have a black stripe down the middle
permitted to wear black pants to class
receive discounts on special events being held at our school
eligible to participate in weapons classes
discounts on special events (i.e. sleepovers)
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Black Belt Testing
Black Belt Testing is held twice a year. If you are chosen as a candidate for testing you
will receive a packet containing all the necessary information, schedules and documents.
Special training classes will be held once a week, for several months prior to testing, in
preparation for this milestone in your Tae Kwon Do training. Before the first class a
meeting will be held for all candidates (and parents of minor candidates) to fully explain
the process and answer any questions you may have.
Rose Ceremony
At the time of your Black Belt test, you will be given a rose to be given to
that special someone who has made a difference in your training. You will be
asked what does this time mean to you, as well as be asked to recite the
Black Belt Oath.

Black Belt Oath:
1. I, ______________________________________, accept with honor and privilege, the
black belt in martial arts, and do hereby swear to uphold the standards of, honesty,
integrity, courtesy, high moral code, and indomitable spirit.
2. I sincerely pledge, to honor my instructor and school, with loyalty and support, and
to value and carry-on the martial arts tradition, with respect and dignity.
3. I further pledge, with humility and gratitude, to continue my mental, physical and
spiritual growth to the highest level, to lead by example, and to share what I have
learned with others.
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S.W.A.T. (Special Winning Attitude Team)
Candidates for the S.W.A.T. Team are students whose attitude demonstrates maturity
and an eagerness to share your knowledge thus far. You will receive training on how to
teach your fellow students. Periodically you will be reviewed and evaluated on your
performance. Requirements are as follows:
• must be a Black Belt Club member
• must be 12 years of age or older
• must be green belt or higher
• wear S.W.A.T. dobok to signify you are being trained to be a Demonstrator and/or
Assistant Instructor
S.W.A.T. Creed
1. We are the special winning attitude team.
2. Highly motivated martial artists bringing out the best in ourselves and others.
3. We live our lives by the principles of black belt. With modesty, courtesy, integrity,
perseverance, self-control and indomitable spirit. Aasaah!!!
S.W.A.T. Team:
1. I do hereby request to take part in the Special Winning Attitude Team. I will do my
best at whatever is asked of me and will follow the Student Creed and Tenets of
Martial Arts diligently.
2. I understand that if approved, I will make a six (6) month commitment to training,
and that at the end of the 6 months, may renew my commitment indefinitely. (At
that time you will be certified a S.W.A.T. trainee and have the opportunity to be
certified in the instructor ranks if desired.)
3. I understand as part of my training, I am to attend the graduation tests regularly.
(This builds rapport with the students you assist, helps you to learn more about the
exam process and builds better team spirit.)
4. I understand the Black Belts and instructors are my seniors and will exemplify the
qualities of Black Belt Excellence by always being respectful and helpful as I strive
for constant and never ending improvement in myself and others.
5. I understand I am to attend special functions (i.e. promotional testing, BBC classes,
seminars, etc.) and will make my best effort to participate.
6. I understand that my contribution is important to the growth of the school and
myself as a Martial Artist and will endeavor to add my ideas to the best of my
ability.
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7. I understand that ongoing communication is essential to proper teacher/student
relationships and will always discuss with my Instructors matters concerning my
training.
8. I also understand, that if I am approved for this program, there is no additional cost
for this training, but I will be required to purchase a S.W.A.T. dobok to be worn
during training and teaching.
Demo Team
The CMA Demo Team performs at various school and community events. This is an
excellent opportunity to show what you have learned to your friends and neighbors.
Requirements are as follows:
• must be a Black Belt Club member,
• purchase a Team CMA dobok and demo shoes to be worn at demos,
• attend demo team practice on a weekly basis to receive training on various levels of
Tae Kwon Do.
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CMA Student Home Practice Log
Student Name

Rank

Use this chart to track the time you spend practicing, at home, on days you do not attend
class. You will need to turn this in with every test application.

Date

Forms

Minutes Practiced
One-steps
Self-defense

A

Handbook

CMA Student Testing History
Student Name

Use this chart to track your promotional tests. You will need this information when
preparing for your black belt test.

Rank

Date

Date Began
White w/Yellow Stripe (10th Gub) to Yellow Belt (9th Gub)
Yellow Belt (9th Gub) to Orange Belt (8th Gub)
Orange Belt (8th Gub) to Green Belt (7th Gub)
Green Belt (7th Gub) to Blue Belt (6th Gub)
Blue Belt (6th Gub) to Purple Belt (5th Gub)
Purple Belt (5th Gub) to Purple Stripe (4th Gub)
Purple Stripe (4th Gub) to Brown Belt (3rd Gub)
Brown Belt (3rd Gub) to Brown Stripe (2nd Gub)
Brown Stripe (2nd Gub) to Red Belt (1st Gub)
Red Belt (1st Gub) to Dan Bo
1st Degree Black
2nd Degree Black
3rd Degree Black
4th Degree Black

B

